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Practice focuses on intellectual property with particular
emphasis on all aspects of patent law, including patent
infringement litigation, client counseling, licensing and
transactional matters, patent prosecution and freedom to
operate opinions. Mr. Campbell also has extensive experience
in complex patent practice matters, including patent
interference, reissues, reexaminations, appeals and protests, as
well as claims relating to trademark and copyright matters,
including infringement claims; unfair competition and
deceptive trade practices; misappropriation of trade secrets,
false advertising; claims relating to licensing, distribution and
other contracts relating to intellectual property rights in U.S.
district and appellate courts and before the International Trade
Commission.

Relevant Experience

Education and Background
J.D., Catholic University, 1993
B.S., Virginia Tech, 1988

Memberships
Member, Virginia State Bar,
District of Columbia Bar
Registered to practice: U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office,
Eastern District of Virginia

Participated in all aspects of complex patent infringement
litigation, including Markman hearings and jury and bench
trials in various technological areas, including cable TV
networks, disposable absorbent products, power tools,
retaining walls, athletic shoes and poly bags
Represent both “bricks and mortar” and e-commerce
companies in Intellectual Property counseling, including
corporate IP audits and licensing
Established corporate intellectual property programs for
several clients and assist in administrating corporate patent
estates by sitting on intellectual property committees of
various clients
Negotiated numerous patent licenses in a variety of
technologies, including vision recognition technology,
product sorting devices, adhesives, fiber tow technologies,
manufacturing equipment
Provided frequent counseling to clients with respect to
new product clearances, invalidity analysis and
enforcement of patent portfolios
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Conducted numerous infringement analyses in advance of
patent infringement litigation
Voted by peers as one of 25 best Intellectual Property
attorneys in annual Virginia Business (Dec. 2001) survey.

